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ABSTRACT

The present teaching relates to identity management. In one
example, a trusted connector is instantiated in the enterprise
system behind a security. The trusted connector is configured
to communicate with the private resource via a communica
tion protocol. Upon being triggered by the external system, a
secure communication channel is established between the
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interpreted for communicating with the private resource. The
interpreted request is sent to the private resource. A response
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received from the external source at the trusted connector
through the secure communication channel. The request is

is received from the private resource. The response from the
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external system. The interpreted response is sent to the exter
nal system through the secure communication channel.
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INTEROPERABLE CREDENTIALS
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that manages the credential and token, and the system avail
able to validate the credential or the token.
SUMMARY

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION

0001. The present application claims priority to the U.S.
Provisional Patent Application No. 62/042.973, filed on Aug.
28, 2014, entitled “METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR
INTEROPERABLE IDENTITY AND INTEROPERABLE

CREDENTIALS,” which is incorporated herein by reference
in its entirety.
BACKGROUND

0002 1. Technical Field
0003. The present teaching relates to methods, systems
and programming for identity management. Particularly, the
present teaching is directed to methods, systems, and pro
gramming for computing measures to be used to provide
interoperable identity among various service providers and to
provide interoperable credentials.
0004 2. Discussion of Technical Background
0005. In the healthcare environment, online identity solu
tions that provide secure and interoperable identities are
essential. Identity management technology provides manage
ment of identities in the digital world. In order to manage the
growing number of online identities of a person or an entity,
identity federation technology is developed so that different
web-sites can reuse a single online identity.
0006. A federated identity service provider provides user
management and authentication services to a plurality of
systems of different entities or web-sites, which are also
called relying parties. A relying party, typically an application
service provider, delegates to the identity service provider to
authenticate an end user who is requesting access to the
application service provider. As such, the relying party needs
to trust the identity service provider to have correctly authen
ticated the requesting end user's identity.
0007 An authentication process typically includes the
process of Verifying a credential the end user presents. In an
electronic information system, a digital credential is issued to
a legitimate user and will be used Subsequently to authenti
cate the legitimate user. A classic example of a digital creden
tial is a secret password, a passphrase or a pin number. Now,
there is an increasing number ofuses of otherforms of digital
credentials, such as, for example, biometrics (finger prints,
Voice recognition, retinal scans etc.), hard tokens, security
devices, public key certificates, etc.
0008 To objectively assess the quality of an authentica
tion result, NIST document 800-63-1 defines the a number of

levels of assurance (LOAs) which describe the degree to
which a relying party can be assured that the credential being
presented actually represents the entity named in it and that it
is the represented entity who is actually interacting with the
relying party.
0009 LOAS are based on two factors: (1) how much can a
digital credential be trusted to actually belong to a person.
This factor is generally handled by identity proofing; (2) how
much the digital credential can be trusted to be a proxy for the
entity named in it and not someone else, i.e. identity binding.
This factor is directly related to the trustworthiness of the
credential technology, the processes by which the digital cre
dential is secured to a token, the trustworthiness of the system

0010. The teachings disclosed herein relate to methods,
systems, and programming for providing identity manage
ment and authentication services. More particularly, the
present teaching relates to methods, systems, and program
ming to provide interoperable identity services for various
services providers and to enable interoperability of creden
tials during the authentication process.
0011. In one example, a method, implemented on at least
one computing device having at least one processor, storage,
and a communication platform connected to a network for an
external system to access a private resource in an enterprise
system behind a security is presented. A trusted connector is
instantiated in the enterprise system behind the security. The
trusted connector is configured to communicate with the pri
vate resource via a communication protocol. Upon being
triggered by the external system, a secure communication
channel is established between the external system and the
trusted connector. A request is received from the external
Source at the trusted connector through the secure communi
cation channel. The request is interpreted for communicating
with the private resource. The interpreted request is sent to the
private resource. A response is received from the private
resource. The response from the private resource is inter
preted for communicating with the external system. The inter
preted response is sent to the external system through the
secure communication channel.

0012. In another example, a method, implemented on at
least one computing device having at least one processor,
storage, and a communication platform connected to a net
work for authenticating an online user is presented. A first
request for authenticating the online user is received with
information related to a credential of the online user and a

private resource for verifying the credential. The private
resource resides in an enterprise system behind a security. A
trusted connector, residing in the enterprise system behind the
security, is triggered to establish a secure communication
channel. A second request is sent to the trusted connector via
the secure communication channel requesting the private
resource to verify the credential. The second request is to be
interpreted by the trusted connector before an interpreted
request is sent from the trusted connector to the private
resource. A response is received from the trusted connector
via the secure communication channel related to the verifica

tion of the credential. The response is generated by the private
resource and interpreted by the trusted connector. The online
user is authenticated based on the response.
0013. Other concepts relate to software for interoperable
identities and interoperable credentials. A software product,
in accord with this concept, includes at least one non-transi
tory machine-readable medium and information carried by
the medium. The information carried by the medium may be
executable program code data regarding parameters in asso
ciation with a request or operational parameters, such as
information related to a user, a request, or a Social group, etc.
0014. In one example, a non-transitory machine readable
medium having information recorded thereon for an external
system to access a private resource in an enterprise system
behind security is presented. The recorded information, when
read by the machine, causes the machine to perform a series
of processes. A trusted connector is instantiated in the enter
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prise system behind the security. The trusted connector is
configured to communicate with the private resource via a
communication protocol. Upon being triggered by the exter
nal system, a secure communication channel is established
between the external system and the trusted connector. A
request is received from the external source at the trusted
connector through the secure communication channel. The
request is interpreted for communicating with the private
resource. The interpreted request is sent to the private
resource. A response is received from the private resource.
The response from the private resource is interpreted for
communicating with the external system. The interpreted
response is sent to the external system through the Secure
communication channel.

0015. In another example, a non-transitory machine read
able medium having information recorded thereon for
authenticating an online user is presented. The recorded
information, when read by the machine, causes the machine
to perform a series of processes. A first request for authenti
cating the online user is received with information related to
a credential of the online user and a private resource for
verifying the credential. The private resource resides in an
enterprise system behind a security. A trusted connector,
residing in the enterprise system behind the security, is trig
gered to establish a secure communication channel. A second
request is sent to the trusted connector via the secure com
munication channel requesting the private resource to Verify
the credential. The second request is to be interpreted by the
trusted connector before an interpreted request is sent from
the trusted connector to the private resource. A response is
received from the trusted connector via the Secure communi
cation channel related to the verification of the credential. The

response is generated by the private resource and interpreted
by the trusted connector. The online user is authenticated
based on the response.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0016. The methods, systems and/or programming
described herein are further described in terms of exemplary
embodiments. These exemplary embodiments are described
in detail with reference to the drawings. These embodiments
are non-limiting exemplary embodiments, in which like ref
erence numerals represent similar structures throughout the
several views of the drawings, and wherein:
0017 FIG. 1 is a high level depiction of an exemplary
system configuration of the present teaching, according to an
embodiment of the present teaching;
0018 FIG. 2-a shows an exemplary user interface for a
LOA2 application in which an end user may login via a LOA2
credential through OneStop identity center, according to an
embodiment of the present teaching;
0019 FIG. 2-b shows an exemplary user interface for a
LOA3 application in which an end user may login via a LOA3
credential through OneStop identity center, according to an
embodiment of the present teaching;
0020 FIG. 3 is a flowchart of an exemplary process in
which OneStop identity center authenticates a user at a
requested LOA, according to an embodiment of the present
teaching:
0021 FIG. 4-a shows an exemplary system diagrams of
OneStop identity center, according to an embodiment of the
present teaching;
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0022 FIG. 4-b shows an exemplary system diagrams of a
private enterprise system, according to an embodiment of the
present teaching;
0023 FIG. 4-c shows an exemplary system diagrams of
OneStop identity center associated with a private enterprise
system, according to an embodiment of the present teaching;
0024 FIG. 4-d shows an exemplary system diagrams of a
trusted connector in a private enterprise system, according to
an embodiment of the present teaching;
0025 FIG. 5-a shows a flowchart of an exemplary process
in which OneStop identity center authenticates the user at a
particular LOA with reusable credentials, according to an
embodiment of the present teaching;
0026 FIG.5-b shows a flowchart of an exemplary process
in which OneStop identity center communicates with a pri
vate enterprise system to verify a private credential for a
OneStop users, according to an embodiment of the present
teaching:
0027 FIG. 6-a shows a conceptual view of an exemplary
role of OneStop identity center in managing a person’s vari
ous online identities, according to an embodiment of the
present teaching;
0028 FIG. 6-b shows portions of data used in an exem
plary attribute management feature of OneStop identity cen
ter, according to an embodiment of the present teaching;
0029 FIG. 6-c shows exemplary system diagrams of
OneStop identity center that includes the attribute sharing
feature, according to an embodiment of the present teaching;
0030 FIG. 6-d shows an exemplary user interface of
OneStop identity center where the user manages attribute
sharing among various trusted applications, according to an
embodiment of the present teaching;
0031 FIG. 7 shows exemplary user interface for an
authenticated user of a trusted application to register with
OneStop identity center, according to an embodiment of the
present teaching;
0032 FIG. 8 shows a flowchart of an exemplary process in
which an authenticated user of a trusted application shares the
user's identity attributes in the trusted application with
OneStop identity center in order to register with OneStop
identity center and become a OneStop user identity center,
according to an embodiment of the present teaching
0033 FIG.9 shows a flowchart of an exemplary process in
which an OneStop identity center user get registered to a new
trusted application, according to an embodiment of the
present teaching;
0034 FIG. 10 depicts the architecture of a mobile device
which can be used to implement a specialized system incor
porating the present teaching; and
0035 FIG. 11 depicts the architecture of a computer which
can be used to implement a specialized system incorporating
the present teaching.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

0036. In the following detailed description, numerous spe
cific details are set forth by way of examples in order to
provide a thorough understanding of the relevant teachings.
However, it should be apparent to those skilled in the art that
the present teachings may be practiced without such details.
In other instances, well known methods, procedures, systems,
components, and/or circuitry have been described at a rela
tively high-level, without detail, in order to avoid unneces
sarily obscuring aspects of the present teachings.
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0037. The present disclosure describes method, system,
and programming aspects of methods and systems for pro
viding a centralized identity management and authentication
services to a plurality of trusted applications or service pro
viders. The objectives of the present teaching include, for
example, providing centralized management of identity
information in a trusted frame work, using a portable, easy to
use chosen name to create a unique identifier to universally
identify a person, enabling interoperable credentials and
allowing individuals to reuse already obtained credentials,
protecting the privacy of personal information (identity
attributes and other identity information) by separating it
from the authentication process. For example, using anony
mous digital credentials that do not contain personal infor
mation Such as the person's name, birth place, birth date, or
biometric information Such as a picture or a finger print.
0038 Moreover, the method and system disclosed in the
present teaching can protect the privacy of personal informa
tion by providing a multi-stage look up mechanism, so that
there is no direct access to a person's identity information
without successful authentication. The binding of the identity
and the digital credential provides additional protection to the
identity information.
0039. A credential manifests a person’s relationship to an
entity. Even though the relationship is established first by
Verification of identity information—the identity proofing
process. The established relationship is embodied in an
anonymous digital credential that no longer includes identity
information. As a result, authentication of an identity no
longer requires identity information. Rather, authentication
becomes a separate process to Verify an anonymous digital
credential. Further, the frequency of the authentication pro
cess does not compromise privacy.
0040 NST 800-63-1 defines four levels of assurances
(LOAs), as well as the protocols for and practices used for
each level. In the present teaching, the identity service pro
vider is designed to comply with these protocols and practices
in its use of LOAS both in the process of identity proofing,
credential management and end user authentication.
0041. The identity provider may be validated by a third
party. The identity provider may also belong to a trusted
framework that serves a community of relying parties. In the
present teaching, an identity service request to the identity
service provider includes both an identity assertion and the
level of assurance for the identity assertion. For example, as
seen below, US federal government may establish a trust
framework to ensure secure transactions between a citizen
and business online services.

0042 1. Centralized Identity Management
0043. An identity is a set of attributes related to an entity.
The identity of a human entity, Such as a person, is recognized
by one or many attributes of the person, such as, for example,
attributes that the person have provided to various social
entities, where by the Social entities may have, for example,
recorded the person's attributes in their information systems.
0044. In one example, a person's identity may include
physical attributes Such as height, weight, hair color, eye
color, etc. These attributes may be used for a driver license
issuing authority. These attributes may be accessible through
an application or web site of the driver license issuing author
ity.
0045. In another example, the person’s identity may
include attributes such as date of birth, gender, and place of
birth. These attributes may, for example, be recorded at the
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person’s birth certificate and accessible by a computerized
system or web site of the person's birth certificate issuing
authority. These attributes may be referenced, for example, by
US Department of the State's information system when the
person uses these attributes to apply for a US passport.
0046) With time, the person’s identity grows since the
person interacts with more and more social entities through
life and as a result acquires more and more identity attributes
with respect to each of the social entities. With the prevalence
of information technology, frequently, the Social entities
maintain the person’s identity attributes and make them
accessible through a computerized system or web site. For
example, the person enters the education system and may
acquire attributes Such as a student id from the college he is
attending. The person may also acquire a student email
account. Both the student id and the student email account

attributes are accessible through an application or web site of
the person’s college information system.
0047 Similarly, when the person is employed, the person
may acquire an employee id attribute from the person’s
employer whereby the person would be recognized by in the
person’s employer information system. In still another
example, the person may acquire attributes in his professional
fields and being recognized by specific professional organi
zations: a doctor may have a National Provider Identifier (NPI
number) attribute as issued by the Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services (CMS); a lawyer may acquire an attribute
of a state bar license number for the state that he is licensed to

practices law.
0048. In another example, the person may interact with
entities in the financial industry, Such as banks, credit card
companies, mortgage companies. The person acquires addi
tional attributes such as bank account numbers, credit card

numbers, and mortgage account numbers within these enti
ties.

0049 Similarly, when the person interacts with service
providers such as a phone service provider, the person may
acquire a mobile phone number, or a land phone number
attribute. When the person subscribes to cable service, inter
net service, water, gas, electricity service, newspaper service,
the person may also have acquired attributes such as an
account number from each of these services.

0050 Moreover, when the person interacts with various
online service providers; social media service providers,
online shopping service providers, communication service
providers, data storage service providers, and digital enter
tainment service providers etc. The person may acquire
attributes such as, for example, a number of email accounts,
twitter accounts, a Facebook accounts, an aliased account on
an online chat forum, etc.

0051. In still another example, the person may interact
with entities in the health care industry, and acquires
attributes from the interacting healthcare entities. For
example, the person may acquire a patient id X from hospital
As system when, for example, the person went to hospital
As emergency care facility after an accidental fall from the
stairs. The person may acquire a different patient idy from
hospital B’s system when the person went to hospital B for
cardiovascular care.

0052. In summary, a person’s identity, i.e., the various
attributes that relate to the person are fragmented and distrib
uted in a vast number of computer systems of different social
entities and services providers.
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0053 Problems exist for such distributed identity configu
ration. For example, Some of these attributes are common
among many entities; as a result these attributes are dupli
cated in multiple copies in multiple entities. For example, the
“current address' attribute may be existin many entities, such
as, for example, the person's bank, the person’s credit card
company, the person’s account in Amazon.com, the person’s
employer, the person’s primary care doctor's practice, the
person’s record with the DMV, the person’s record with the
state bar association, etc.

0054 The repetitive nature of these attributes creates two
problems. First, it is burdensome for a person to repeatedly
provide this information to every entity that requires it. Sec
ond, it becomes burdensome for the person to update changes
to such attributes, and manually update every copy of the
same attributes. For example, when the person moves to a new
address, the new "current address' attribute need to be

updated to all the entities, such as the entities listed above.
0055. The present teaching provides a solution to the
above problems. The present teaching enables the person to
have centralized control over the person's identity attributes
and their uses in various entities as it provides secure
exchange of identity information among a wide group of
identities while reducing risk. For example, the present teach
ing enables identity attributes be distributed to or shared
among trusted entities so as to reduce duplicate copies of the
same attributes in different entities. Having centralized con
trol over decentralized data storage provides efficiency with
out sacrificing data privacy.
0056 2. Universal Identifier
0057. As seen in the examples above, the person's identity
is distributed in multiple entities, with each entity maintain
inga Subset of the person's identity attributes, as well as some
other information with respect to the person. For example, the
college the person attended may maintain the person's iden
tity attributes, such as student id, student email account, etc.
The University may also keep other information about the
person, such as, for example, the person’s enrolling period,
degree earned, date of the degree earned, permanent address
of record etc. These other attributes may also be used to
identify a student if the student id is being reused, for
example, after 20 years.
0058. In another example, at birth, the person builds a
connection to his birth country's government by establishing
a “legal name identifier to the government, for example, by
applying for a birth certificate to prove this connection. The
government may also record the other attributes, such as the
person’s gender, date of birth, place of birth, parents names
etc. When two person have the same legal name, the person’s
other attributes may be used to distinguish them.
0059. Within the universe of each entity, the person may be
associated with an identifier that uniquely identifies the per
son within that particular entity. For example, a social Secu
rity number can be an identifier to uniquely identifies the
person for the US federal government; a driver license num
ber can be an identifier to uniquely identity the person in the
person’s residential state; a student id can be an identifier to
uniquely identify the person in the person’s university; a bank
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0061

These identifier attributes are important personal

identification numbers. However, these numbers are ran

domly generated before being assigned to a person, and thus,
are not easy to remember. These numbers may be presented in
the form of ID cards, such as a Social security cards, driver
license, bar license cards etc. However, managing these extra
ID cards or id numbers can be burdensome. It also causes

security problems when such ID cards are lost or stolen.
0062. The present teaching teaches a method for creating
a consistent identifier that can be used universally across all
trusted entities, thus reducing the need to manage multiple
identifiers. More specifically, the present teaching provides a
Chosen Name identifier, a name that the person choses for
himself/herself, a name that the person prefer to be called
despite his real name.
0063. The present teaching also enables secure exchange
ofuser identity information between OneStop and the trusted
entities under the user's consent. A trusted entity may require
a specific set of identity attributes to map an OneStop identity
to a user account of the trusted entity. For example, a personal
healthcare record system (PHI) requires 5 identity attributes
to find a user's account: first name, last name, date of birth,

gender and Zip code. Upon user's consent as presented, for
example, through an OneStop user interface. OneStop may
share these 5 attributes of the user with the PHI system, for
example, in an OpenID Connect ID token, along with the
user's GUID in the OneStop system.
0064 On the other hand, a user may apply for an OneStop
account via a trusted application. In other words, the trusted
application may act as an identity proofing agent for OneStop.
0065 For example, the person may consent to the PHI
system to provide the 5 identity attributes, such as first name,
last name, date of birth, gender and zip code to OneStop, PHI
system may also provide the LOA based on its record of the
user's identity proofing in the PHI system. In one embodi
ment of the present teaching, using the OpenID Connect
protocol (http://openid.net/connect/fac/), PHI system may
serve as UserInfo endpoint for OneStop, so that OneStop may
obtain the 5 needed attributes and the LOA level securely
from the PHI system. The OpenID Connect protocol include
ID token, which include information about the authenticated

user. The UserInfo endpoint in the OpenID Connect protocol
gets attributes about the user and translates the ID tokens.
0.066 Chosen Name: a universal personal identifier
0067. The present teaching may use a globally unique
personal identifier for every user of the OneStop identity
Center.

0068. The identifier includes a person’s first name, last
name, a “8”, and the person's chosen name. For example, Mr.
James Chen decides that he would like “Tiger to be his
chosen name; his identifier in OneStop would be “James
Chen &Tiger. In another example, Suppose the fictitious
figure, Mr. James Bond decides that he would like be called
“007, and use it as his chosen name, his identifier in OneStop
would be “James Bond &007.

account number.

0060. In still another example, a lawyer's state bar license
number is a unique identifier to identity the lawyer in that
state bar association. In still another example, a doctor's
National Provider Number (NPI number) is a unique identi
fier to identify the doctor in the healthcare system.

0069. A person’s full name is the person’s most significant
Social identifier, which includes at least a first name and a last

name. However, traditionally neither the first name nor the
last name is of the person's own choice: the first name is
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chosen, normally, by the person's parents; the last name is
given, normally, by the person’s family, either through birth
or by marriage.
0070 A chosen name is a name that the person prefers to
be called despite his real name. The underlying philosophy of
the chosen name is to provide a person with an opportunity to
choose a name for himself/herself, a name that he can

expresses himself as who he is, to reflect his preference and
follow his own desire as how he/she should be recognized.
Because the chosen name is centered on the person’s own
belief and created with his own unique expression as to his/
her identity. As such, the chosen name would be easy to
remember and promotes users frequent use.
0071. Due to the human factors of the chosen name design
as discussed above, it is the vision of the present teaching to
have chosen name build its weight with time, through fre
quent, consistent use, gaining universal acceptance in all
aspects of the person’s online interactions, and thus becoming
a part of the person’s permanent identity.
0072. As part of an online identity identifier, a chosen
name may be implemented using as a string. The string
includes a sequence of characters, and has an arbitrary but
finite length. In one embodiment of the present teaching, the
characters may include all alphabetic letters. In one embodi
ment of the present teaching, the characters may include all
characters in the Chinese language. Similarly, in other
embodiments of the present teaching, the set of valid charac
ters may include all characters in the Japanese language, or
Russian language, or Arabic language, or any other written
language
0073. In another embodiment of the present teaching, the
characters may include all Arabic numerals. In another
embodiment of the present teaching, the characters may
include both alphabetic letters and Arabic numerals numbers.
0074 To ensure the uniqueness of each globally universal
identifier, and tolerate user input errors, the present teaching
may use a thread hold value between the distances between
any two global identifier Strings. For example, the distance
between an identifier “Jim Chen &Tiger' and “James Chen
&Tiger” may be too short to distinguish each other. Common
typos, such as skipping a letter, reverse letters, double letters,
may also create a string that has too a short distance to the
correct spelling of the intended identifier.
0075. In one embodiment of the present teaching, the Jaro
Winkler distance, measures the distance. The higher the Jaro
Winkler distance for two strings is, the more similar the
strings are. The Jaro-Winkler distance metric is designed and
best Suited for short strings such as person names. The score
is normalized such that 0 equates to no similarity and 1 is an
exact match.

0076. In another embodiment of the present teaching, the
distance is measured by the Levenshtein distance. The Lev
enshtein distance between two strings is defined as the mini
mum number of edits needed to transform one string into the
other, with the allowable edit operations being insertion, dele
tion, or Substitution of a single character. Other embodiments
may apply different string distance algorithms, including but
not limited to Euclidean Distance, Cosine/Sine similarity dis
tance, Chapman Length, Soudex, Linear and no-linear clus
tering, as well as String distance algorithms that are tailored to
a particular language.
0077. In still another embodiment, the distance is created
by a machine learning algorithm, where user input errors are
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captured and Such errors are used as feedback to correct the
outcome of the distance algorithm.
0078. 3. Multi-Credential Authentication
0079. In the present teaching, one purpose of a digital
credential is to prove to a digital system that the presenter of
the digital credential is the very person/identity that is asso
ciated with the digital credential. In other words, a digital
credential serves as a proxy of the identity/person to the
digital system. The process to authenticate an identity/person
to a digital system becomes the verification of the proxy, i.e.,
the digital credential. As such, an identity can be asserted
digitally via verification of the digital credential,
0080 Examples of a digital credential may include some
thing that the person can remember, Such as a password. A
digital credential may also include something that the person
carries, such as his mobile phone, a Smart card, a hard token
or a USB device. A digital credential may also include some
thing that the person is, such as, for example, a person’s
biometrics: Voice, finger prints, iris scans, etc.
I0081. A person may have established a number of digital
credentials during the person’s interactions to various enti
ties. For example, the person may have obtained a Smart card
from the person’s employer, the person may obtained a
Symantec hard token as a doctor to electronically prescribe
controlled Substances to patients, the person may acquire a
RSA security token from the hospital system that the person
works for.

I0082. Using a digital credential makes it easy to use and
secure. Because the credential is secured to a token, the trust
worthiness of the system that manages the credential and
token, and the system available to validate the credential.
I0083 Digital credentials are issued to a person and
become attached to the person. Presenting the correct digital
credential as linked to the identifier enables the information

system to trust the current user being the legitimate user. In
other words, an identity can be asserted by authentication of
the digital credential.
I0084. In the of the present teaching, authentication may be
a process to electronically verify an assigned credential of an
identity as means to accept an identity assertion of that iden
tity.
I0085 For the same security reasons, the person may have
gone through a through identity proof process before being
issued the digital credential. The person is further burdened to
manage an increasing number of such security devices, each
for a particular entity, even though they serve the same pur
pose.

I0086. The present teaching allows reuse of the collection
of the existing credentials the person has acquired from vari
ous entities. The present teaching also manages security and
trust among these established credentials so that they can be
used in other entities, based on standards as set forth in NIST

800-63-1. The present teaching further enables compound

credentials, where more than one credentials are used

together for increased security. The present teaching provides
security because it does not expose links or look up mecha
nism for identity attributes.
I0087 Motivated by this challenge, the teachings presented
herein provide a system or service that utilizes improved
approaches to a centralized identity management system
which manages the identity attributes that are collected from
various source entities.

I0088 FIG. 1 is a high level depiction of system configu
ration in which a centralized identity management system
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manages the identities and end user authentications for a
number of trusted entities, according to an embodiment of the
present teaching. To provide a context, an example of the use
of the system is described below. The end user 110 may desire
to access a trusted application 130 to obtain contents or Ser
vices as provided by application service providers for the
trusted application 130.
0089. In accordance with the present teaching, the
OneStop identity service provider 140 performs a 3 step
process: (1) identity searching; (2) credential selection; and
(3) credential verification. In step (1) Identity searching: the
identity center 142 may first search for the identity with
identifiers provided by the end user. The identity center 142
then determines whether the end user 110 has sufficient level

of assurance (LOA) with its identity proofing record, as indi
cated in the identity database 144. The identity center 142
may provide additional identity proofing to the end user 110
if needed to reach the desired LOA.

0090. In step (2) credential selection: the identity center
142 may search for the credentials options of the end user 110
via communicating with a credential exchange 146. The cre
dential exchange 146 may generate available credential
options that are at or above the desired LOAS by looking up in
the credential database 146. The credential database 146

includes credential information that the end user 110 may
have.

0091. In response, the end user 110 may select one par
ticular credential to authenticate him/her. In step (3) creden
tial verification: based on the selected credential, the creden
tial exchange 146 selects the corresponding credential service
agent 150 to verify the selected credential by interacting the
end user 110. Finally, upon successful verification of a valid
credential, the identity center 142 provides a timed digital
identity token to the requesting trusted application 130 for the
end user 110.

0092. In FIG.1, the exemplary system 100 includes an end
user 110, a network 120, a number of trusted applications
130, including application 1130-a, application 2 130-b. . . .
application in 130-c, an identity center 142, an identity data
base 144, a credential exchange 146, a credentials database
146, a number of credential service agents 150, including
Authentify xFA 150-a, Symantec 150-b, RSA 150-c., Federal
PKI Bridge (for PIV card), Verizon, and other Credential
service agent 150-d. Credential service agents/credential ser
vice providers may include Verizon
0093. The network 120 can be a single network or a com
bination of different networks. For example, a network can be
a local area network (LAN), a wide area network (WAN), a
public network, a private network, a proprietary network, a
Public Telephone Switched Network (PSTN), the Internet, a
wireless network, a virtual network, or any combination
thereof. A network may also include various network access
points, e.g., wired or wireless access points such as base
stations or Internet exchange points, through which a data
Source may connect to the network in order to transmit infor
mation via the network.

0094. The end user 110 may connect to the network via
desktop connections (110-a), or connect to the network via
wireless connections such as through a laptop (110-lb), or a
handheld device (110-c). The end user 110 may have number
of authentication tokens for the specific purpose of authenti
cating himself/herself to access online applications or per
form electronic transactions. The end user 110 may carry a
hard token 112-b, such as, for example a Symantec hard token
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that generates codes those changes with time. Then end user
110 may also have a USB token 112-a, such as, for example
a RSA Secure ID token. The end user 110 may also have a
Smart card 112-c. Such as, for example, an identification card
issued by the end user's employer.
(0095. The trusted application 130 includes a number of
trusted applications in a trust framework. The trust frame
work may be established by contracts among all member
entities for each of the member applications 130, and the
OneStop identity Service provider 140. The trust framework
may also be established via certain certification program,
where each member entity or each member applications are
certified to be in compliance with a common security proto
col. For example, for health information exchange purposes,
member entities and applications may follow the LOA prac
tices as defined in the NIST document 800-63-1. In another

example, a trust framework may be established by the federal
government, such as, U.S. Federal Identity, Credential, and
Access Management (FICAM) Trust Framework Solutions
(TFS) program, (http://info.idmanagement.gov/2013/11/fi
cam-trust-framework-solutions-tfs.html).
(0096. The trusted application 130 may include different
applications within one organization. For example, a doctor
may access an electronic prescription application, a medical
history application, and a HIPAA compliant secure email
application, all within one hospital system where the doctor
practices. The trusted application 130 many also include
applications from different organizations. For example, a
doctor may access an electronic prescription application from
an application provided by a clinical network, the doctor may
access a medical history application from an application pro
vided by a health information exchange (HIE) network, and
the doctor may access a HIPPA complaint secure email appli
cation hosted by a communications service provider.
0097. In another example, a patient end user 110 may
access a first application from hospital 1 to access his recent
in-patient record. The patient may access a second applica
tion in hospital 2 to access his record for an emergency care.
The patient may access an application in lab 3 to access his
recent X-ray. The patient may access a fourth application
from his/her insurance company for a medical claim.
0.098 Traditionally, a trusted application 130 handles its
own identity proofing process. For example, upon the end
users initial registration to the trusted application 130, an end
user 110 may be required to input, Such as via entering into a
form, his name, address, email address, phone number and
other relevant information about the user. Upon receipt of the
user information and verifying it successfully, (i.e., identity
proofing of the end user 110), the application 130 may enable
the end user 110 to create an account. The user account may
be accessed by an identifier (e.g., a user name) and a digital
credential (e.g., a password).
0099] To access a trusted application 130, an end user 110
may need to register with the application 130. The registration
process may require the end user 110 to provide sufficient
information about the end user 110, for purpose of, for
example, identity proofing the end user 110 at the desired
LOA level of the application 130, as defined in the standards
as set forth, for example, in NIST 800-83-1. In one example,
the application 130 may be a free newsletter application that
delivers to the user news on selected topics. The newsletter
application may require a LOA1 level of identity proofing,
where the end user 110 only need to provide a unique iden
tifier and a personal email address.
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0100. In another example, the application 130 provides
online shopping services, and requires a LOA2 level of iden
tity proofing. In this online shopping application, the end user
110 may need to additionally provide his bank account infor
mation, or his credit card information, for example, via the
registration interface of the online shopping application. The
end user 110s user account will be created only after the
application 130, here the online shopping application, has
Verified and proved accurate of the person's bank account or
the credit card account information. In another example, the
application 130 is an application for accessing to a restricted
system that is subject to is subject to regulatory requirements
(e.g. HIPAA, DEA rules etc.).
0101 For example, the application 130 may be an elec
tronic prescription application for doctors to prescribe con
trolled substances (EPCS application), where the end user
110 (e.g., a doctor) is required to pass at least a LOA3 of
identity proofing before enabled to create account in the
EPCS application. In one implementation of the EPCS appli
cation, the end user 110 is required to pass a vigorous identity
proofing process through the hospital system, where the end
user 110/doctor is required to be present in person, to the
registration staff of the hospital, showing two forms of gov
ernment issued picture id which shows the doctors legal
name, nationality, address and date of birth. In another
example of an EPCS application, the end user 110/doctor is
required to respond to a letter that is mailed to him/her at
his/her primary address. In still another example, the end user
110/doctor is required to answer, via a landline telephone
from his home, various questions to prove his/her identity.
0102. In still another example, the application 130 is a
credential issuing application where a user is issued a creden
tial based on sufficient identity proofing at a particular LOA
level. For example, the application 130 may be a Symantec
application, where the user is issued a hard token upon Suc
cessful identity proofing, for example, at LOA2. The appli
cation 130 may be a RSA application, where a user is issued
RSA Security token upon Successful identity proofing, for
example, at LOA2.
0103) In still another example, the application 130
includes an OneStop application where an end user 110 may
go through the identity proofing process through the identity
proofing process of the OneStop identity center 142 and being
issued a credential by the OneStop identity center 142.
0104 OneStop identity service provider 140 is an identity
management system that provides identity services for the
trusted applications 130. OneStop identity service provider
140 includes an identity center 142 and an identity database
144. In some embodiments, the OneStop identity service
provider 140 may also include the credential exchange 146
and the credentials database 148.

0105. In one embodiment of the present teaching, the
OneStop identity service provider 140 may engage identity
proof agent, such as, for example, Google, PayPal, Equifax,
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Microsoft to conduct the iden

tity proofing process.
0106. In another embodiment of the present teaching, the
OneStop identity service provider may contact with other
identity providers, such as, for example, to initially create
OneStop users based on records from the US department of
State, Department of Homeland Security, Veterans Adminis
tration Office of Personnel Management, CAQH, MyGov
(General Service Administration), various State Department
of Motor Vehicles, or Notary Services.
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0107 The identity database 144 includes identity infor
mation for each OneStop user, including various identity
attributes, identity proofing record, and identity binding
records.

0108. In one embodiment of the present teaching, the iden
tity database 144 includes the OneStop Chosen Name Iden
tifier, an internal Global Unique ID (GUID)—a unique code
used internally that corresponds to the OneStop Identifier.
The identity database may also include the user's identity
proofing record and its LOAS. The user's identity proofing
record indicates how, when, where, by whom the OneStop
user was being identity proofed. For example, an OneStop
user, as identified by Ryan Williams &Drew, was identity
proofed by the OneStop system, by Experian, on November
2012. He has reached a LOA2. In another example, a second
user, as identified by Ellen Smith &Willow, was identity
proofed by the EPCS application, on May 2011, certified at
LOA3.

0109. In one embodiment of the present teaching, the iden
tity database 144 may also include information about the
credentials that bound to the OneStop user. For example, the
user Ellen Smith&Willow, who is a registered user of the
EPCS application (a trusted application), having an identity
proofing record of LOA3, who is also bound to a Symantec
hard token as issued from the EPCS application, which
ensures LOA3 authentication. The Symantec hard token is a
digital credential that may be uniquely identified by, for
example, a serial number of the hard token. In this example,
the serial number will also be included in the identity database
144, for example, as a credential attribute as associated with
the OneStop user Ellen Smith&Willow. Additionally, the cre
dential attribute may also include other information about the
credential, for example, the LOA3 assurance level, the URI
for verify this credential, and other information needed to
initiate the authentication service of this credential.

0110. The identity database may include the serial number
of the Symantec hard token, as well as its LOA3 credential
strength in Ellen's record in the identity database 144.
0111. In another embodiment of the present teaching, the
credentials database 148 includes information about the cre

dentials that are bound to the OneStop user. In this embodi
ment, the identity binding (association between an identity
and one or more credentials) is separate from the identity
proofing records.
0.112. In accordance with the embodiments described
herein, the trusted application 130 can redirect to OneStop
identity service provider 140 to authenticate the end user 110
with its required overall LOAS.
0113. Overall LOAs of the identity service, as defined by
the NISC 800-63-1 document, is determined by the LOAS in
3 aspects: identity proofing, credential strength, and authen
tication process. The overall LOA is the least LOAS achieved
by the three. For example, to reach an overall LOA3, the
identity service need to have LOA3 or above in identity proof
ing, using credentials with strength of LOA3 or above, and
applying authentication process with LOA3 or above (which
requires at least two factor authentication).
0114 Credential service agents 150 refer to a plurality of
service providers operable to, for example, issue credentials
and provide credential services (e.g. Verification of the cre
dentials). For example, the credential service agents 150 may
include an Authentifiy XFA 150-a, a service provider which
provides two factor authentication based on a user's voice. In
another example, the authentication service may be provided
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by Symantec 150-b where a hard token credential can be
authenticated. In another example, the identity center 142
may request RSA Auth Manager 150-c to authenticate a hard
token from RSA. Similarly, the identity center 142 may
request other credential service provider 150-d to authenti
cate another particular type of credential.
0115 FIG. 2-a shows exemplary user interface for a
LOA2 application in which an end user may login via a LOA2
credential through OneStop, according to an embodiment of
the present teaching. In this example, an exemplary applica
tion (ABC Healthcare Application), requires LOA2 assur
ance level for its authentication process. An existing user of
the ABC application may login normally through its conven
tional user interface. Such as, for example, the user interface
210. In other examples of the present teaching, the user inter
face 210 may include any other login or authentication inter
faces that the Subject Application provides.
0116. In this example as shown in the user interface 210 of
FIG. 2.-a, the user is required enter his/her User Name, which
is specific to the ABC application. The user is also required to
enter a correct password that was specifically set up for the
ABC application. With the growing numbers of web sites/
applications that the user accesses, so do the number of
authentication details, such as, username?password pairs, that
the user is required to remember, or to manage. This can be
quite burdensome.
0117. As a convenient alternative, the user may login to a
Subject application with a consistent way through OneStop.
In one example, the Subject application, such as, for example,
the ABC application, provides a user interface 220 where the
user may, for example, be authenticated using the OneStop
service. In contrast to using a particular user name that is
specific to the Subject application, the user may use an
unvarying, universal name through OneStop (a Globally
Unique OneStop Name, GUON), no matter what subject
application is.
0118. The user's universal name, GUON, includes the
user's first name, last name and chosen name. As discussed

earlier. OneStop ensures that the user's universal name
(GUON) is the user's true names that have been sufficiently
verified and identity proofed, at least, at the required LOA
level. In this example, the user interface 220 provides user
input field FirstName 232, LastName 234, and Chosen Name
236 for user to input its first name, last name and chosen name
respectively. In another embodiment, the user interface 220
may include one text field which accepts the complete string
ofuser's universal name GUON. In still another embodiment,

the user interface 220 may provide masked characters feature
for inputting the user universal name text field.
0119 Further, in contrast to using a conventional pass
word, or a particular credential that is tired to the subject
application, the user may authenticate himself/herself with
any qualifying credential (a credential that is at the desired
LOA level or above). For example, the user interface 220
includes a credential list 242. The credential list 242 may
include, for example, a list of credentials at the LOA2 or
above that OneStop currently is operable to handle. In another
embodiment of the present teaching, the credential list
includes a list of credentials that are tailored to the current

user and include credentials that the current user has acquired.
In this embodiment, the credential list 242 may be presented
to the user after the user has correctly entered its GUON via
to the user interface 220.
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I0120 In the example as shown in FIG. 2.-a, the credential
list 242 may include, for example, a Symantec credential
242-a, such as a hard token that display a changing pass code.
The Symantec credential 242-a may, for example, have been
issued by the OneStop, can be used for authentication at
LOA3. The credential list 242 may also include an XFA cre
dential 242-b with authentication valued at LOA3. In this

example, the user may, for example, have registered with the
XFA credential service provider, installed an XFA mobile
application on the user's Smartphone, and thus enabled to be
authenticated by the XFA credential provider based on the
user's voice print.
I0121 The credential list 242 may include for example, an
Ezio Secure Card 242-c. that the user may have acquired, for
example, from Amazon.com. The Ezio Secure Card also pro
vides a changing pass code in its user interface, and may have
been issued, for example, at LOA2. The credential list 242
may include a credential 242-d, for example at LOA2, where
the user can be verified by a code in a text message that will be
sent from PayPal to the user's mobile phone (also called
PayPal mobile phone security key).
0.122 The credential list 242 may also include a RSA
secure ID 242-e that is issued from Superscript, with LOA3.
The RSA secure ID may be, for example, a hardware device
that displays a changing pass code that user is required to
present during the RSA secure ID verification process. The
credential list 242 may also include a credential 242-f that the
user has acquired for two factor authentication with
Microsoft. The credential 242-fmay be, for example, quali
fied at LOA2 and allows Microsoft to send the user a code in

an email, where user logs into the account for the first time on
a PC or other device.

I0123. The user interface 220 may also include a compo
nent 244. The component 244 may be a button, or a link, or
equivalent. Activation of the component 244 may, for
example, initiate a process where the current user may add
additional new credentials to the OneStop service provider.
0.124 FIG. 2-b shows exemplary user interface for a
LOA3 application in which an end user may login via a LOA3
credential through OneStop, according to an embodiment of
the present teaching. Similar to FIG.2-a, the present teaching
enables user to authenticate through a universal LOA3
authentication process through OneStop. Again, the user uses
the user's Globally Unique OneStop Name, GUON, regard
less what Subject application the user is trying to access.
Additionally, the user may authenticate himself/herself with
any qualifying credential (a credential that is at the desired
LOA3 level or above) that the user may have acquired.
0.125. In the example as shown in FIG. 2-b, a user interface
230 includes a credential list 252 at LOA3 that includes for

example, a Symantec hard token 252-a, as acquired via
OneStop, a XFA credential 252-b, and a RSA Secure ID
252-c, as acquired via SureScript.
0.126 The user interface 230 may also include, for
example, the component 244 where the user may provide
additional credentials at LOA3 or above to the OneStop sys
tem.

I0127 FIG. 3 is a flowchart of an exemplary process in
which OneStop authenticate a user at a requested LOA,
according to an embodiment of the present teaching. At step
310. OneStop receives an identity assertion and required
LOA from a trusted application. The identity assertion may
include, for example, the user's GUON, a string that includes
user's first name, last name, “&’ and chosen name. At step
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320. OneStop searches in the identity database 144, for an
OneStop identifier that matches with the received GUON. At
step 330, if an identity record is found in the identity database
144, for example, with a matching GUON, OneStop contin
ues to check the identity proofing record for the found iden
tity.
0128. In case that the found identity does not have a suf
ficient level of LOA as indicated in its identity proofing
records. OneStop may, for example, redirect the user to start
the process for additional identity proofing at step 340. In one
example, the user is directed to an Experian website, where
additional identity proofing may be performed by requiring
the user to answer a number of questions that are generated
based on the user's financial record with Experian.
0129. Upon successful completion of the additional iden
tity proofing at step 350. OneStop may, for example, update
the identity's identity proofing record, for example, with an
elevated LOA, and/or with any other additional identity
proofing details at step 360. If the user fails at additional
identity proofing at step 350. OneStop may, for example, deny
the user's identify assertion at step 395, for example, by
responding with an authentication failure code to the request
ing application.
0130. If the found identity has an identity proofing record
that indicates that the IDP level is, for example, at the
requested LOA or above, at step 330. OneStop may continue
to find qualifying credentials that are bound to this identity at
step 370. In one embodiment of the present teaching, the
qualifying credentials for the identity are stored in the identity
database 144, as shown in FIG.1. In another embodiment of

the present teaching, as discussed in more detail below in
FIG. 4, the qualifying credentials that are bound to the iden
tity is stored by a separate credential database 148 and man
aged by the credential exchange 146.
0131. In one embodiment of the present teaching, the user
may select a particular credential to authenticate the user. In
another embodiment of the present teaching. OneStop selects
a “master” credential at the requested LOA. In another
embodiment of the present teaching. OneStop facilitated the
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son's identity information and the person's credentials, i.e.,
information needed to prove the person's identity. In other
words, the authentication process is separate from the identity
information. In this embodiment, the link between the person
and the person’s identity is managed by an internal ID
(GUID) of OneStop, which cannot be used nor understood by
any other entity or system.
0.136. In this embodiment of the present teaching, the
OneStop identity center 142 may manage the identity proof
ing process during the registration process of a user. The
OneStop identity center 142 may engage various trusted iden
tity proofing services or agents to register a user.
0.137 The credential exchange 146 in this embodiment
provides no link to the person, or the person’s identity infor
mation/attributes. Such implementation separates identity
proofing process from the identity binding process.
0.138. In this embodiment of the present teaching, the cre
dential management and services may be handled by an inde
pendent system that comprises a credential exchange 146.
credentials database 148, and a number of credential service
agents 150.
0.139. Credentials database 148 stores credential records
for all OneStop users as well as information relate to the
verification of the credential. For example, an OneStop user
may have a Symantec hard token that was issued to him/her as
a LOA2 credential. The credential database 148 may store,
for example, a credential record for the OneStop user that
includes, for example, the serial number of the Symantec hard

token, its classification as a LOA2, its issuing entity OneStop,
the URL that relate to the verification process of the hard
token, the valid period of the hard token, the option to renew,
the permission to replace with a new hard token, and any other
relevant information. The OneStop user may be referenced in
the credential database 148 by, for example, a GUID of the
OneStop user.
0140. A credential record in the credential database 148 is
configured to store various types of credentials of different
LOAS. For example, a credential record may store a LOA2
strong or encrypted password, a credential record may store

user to select from a list of available credentials.

an identifier to a LOA3 or LOA4 Smart card, a credential

0.132. In one embodiment of the present teaching,
OneStop may initiate the process to verify the selected cre
dential at 380. For example, OneStop may redirect the user to
the credential verification service provider as related to the

record may store a mobile phone id. A credential record may
also operable to store PKI keys, digital certificates or any
other type of digital credentials.
0.141. The credential exchange 146 also manages creden
tial binding, where an OneStop user's GUID become associ
ated with a credential record. The credential exchange 146
also manages credentials for OneStop users and initiates cre
dential verification process with appropriate credential Ser
vice agents 150. In one embodiment of the present teaching,
the credential exchange 146 is operable to issue new creden
tials to OneStop users, for example, at the demand of OneStop
identity center 142. The credential exchange 146 may be
operable to issue replacement credentials for OneStop users
or to extend the expiration period of an existing credential.
0142. In one embodiment of the present teaching, the cre
dential exchange 146 is a cloud based service provider that
operates independently of OneStop identity center 142,
where secure communication between OneStop and the cre
dential exchange 146 is maintained.
0143. In the present teaching, end user 110 may includean
entity, such as, for example, a person, that communicates with
trusted applications 130. The end user may 110 may have
access to a number of personal devices, such as, for example,
a mobile phone, a personal computer. The end user 110 may

selected credential.

0133) If the selected credential is verified successfully at
step 390. OneStop may, for example, provide a positive
authentication response with respect to the user to the trusted
application at step 399. In one embodiment of the present
teaching. OneStop adopts the OpenID Connect protocol, and
provide an ID token for the user to the trusted application. In
another embodiment of the present teaching, OneStop may
provide a SAML token with respect to the user to the trusted
application. In still another embodiment of the present teach
ing, OneStop may provide a signed digital identity with
respect to the user to the trusted application.
0134) If, however, verification of the selected credential
fails at step 390. OneStop may, for example, return an authen
tication failure response at step 395.
0135 FIG. 4-a shows exemplary system diagrams associ
ated with OneStop with a standalone credential binding sys
tem, according to an embodiment of the present teaching.
Having a standalone credential binding system provides
strong privacy because it creates a separation between a per
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also have access to a number of security devices, such as, for
example, a Smart card, a Symantec token, a RSA secure ID, an
Ezio secure card. The end user may also have access to a
communication-enabled device. Such as a lap top computer, a
mobile phone, or a tablet computer, which can be used to
communicate with service providers online via network
access to, e.g., the Internet. The end user 110 may also include
biometric collectors, for example, a Voice recorder, a finger
print scanner, an iris Scanner or any other devices and com
puter applications that is required to collect a particular bio
metric sample. The end user 110 may also include any other
credential collector, such as, for example, any device, any
computer or mobile applications, where by the person may
provide inputs about a particular credential so that the cre
dential can be verified.

014.4 FIG. 5-a shows a flowchart of an exemplary process
in which the OneStop identity center 142 communicates with
a standalone credential exchange 146 to manage credentials
for OneStop users, according to an embodiment of the present
teaching. At step 510. OneStop identity center 142 receives an
identity request, for example an authentication request of an
end user 110, from a trusted application 130. The authentica
tion request may include the end user's OneStop identifier
GUON (First Name, LastName and &Chosen Name), and an
overall LOA level that the trusted application 130 requires for
the authentication quality.
0145 Assuming, in this example, that the end user 110 is
a valid, pre-registered user in OneStop, and has an identity
proofing record of required LOA or above. The end user 110
is identified with the user's GUON and is referenced inter

nally in the OneStop system with a corresponding GUID. At
step 520, the OneStop identity center 142 may translate the
OneStop identifier GUON (First Name, Last Name and
&Chosen Name) to the corresponding GUID that uniquely
identifies the end user's 110 account in OneStop.
0146. At step 530, the OneStop identity center 142 may
send a credential request to the credential exchange 146. The
credential request includes, for example, the GUID of the end
user 110, and the LOA that the trusted application 110
requires. At step 540, upon receipt of the GUID and the
credential request, the credential exchange 146 look up avail
able qualifying credentials for the end user 110 based on the
GUID and the LOA. For example, the credential exchange
146 may search in the credential database 148 and obtain a list
of all active credentials that are bound to the GUID and has an

LOA at the requested LOA or above.
0147 If the search is not successful and found a qualifying
credential for the end user 110 at step 545, the credential
exchange 146 may return a failure response to OneStop iden
tity center 142, at step 546. In one embodiment of the present
teaching, upon receipt of a failure response from the creden
tial exchange 146, the OneStop identity center 142 may ini
tiate a process to issue a new credential at the desired LOA to
the end user 110 at step 548. In one embodiment of the present
teaching, upon Successful issuance of the new credential to
the end user 110, the OneStop identity center 142 may bind
the new credential to the end user 110 in the credential

exchange 146. For example, the OneStop identity center 142
may send a “Bind” request to the credential exchange 146,
which may include the new credential information and the
GUID which shall be bound to the new credential.

0148 If the search is successful, the credential exchange
146 provides the found credentials to the OneStop identity
center 142 at step 550. In one example, the credential
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exchange 146 may provide, for each qualifying credential, the
identifier of the credential (e.g. a serial number of a Symantec
token or a serial number/seed record of a RSA secure ID).
Upon receipt of the credential list, the OneStop identity center
142 may display the list of credentials to the end user 110 in
a user interface, such as, for example, the user interface com
ponent 220 or 230 as shown in FIG. 2.-a, FIG. 2-b respec
tively.
0149. At step 555, the OneStop identity center 142 may
receive a credential selection made by the end user 110, for
example, through a user interface component 220 or 230 as
shown in FIG. 2-a and FIG. 2-b respectively. In one embodi
ment of the present teaching, user selection of the credential
in the user interface 220 or 230 may trigger the presentation of
acredential verification user interface, where the end user 110

is enabled to input information needed to verify the creden
tial. For example, user selection of the Symantec (OneStop)
242-acredential may trigger the presentation of another user
interface, such as, for example, a textbox to enter a onetime
pass code.
0150. The credential exchange 146 may select a credential
service agent 150 that provides the verification service of the
user selected credential at step 560. The credential exchange
146 may, for example, initiate a verification process in the
selected credential service agent 150 at step 565.
0151. In one embodiment of the present teaching, the
OneStop identity center 142 collects user inputs that relate to
verification of the selected credential interface (e.g. the online
passcode provided by the user via a text box to enter the
onetime passcode) and pass the user inputs on to the creden
tial exchange 146 in a “Credential Verification” request. The
credential exchange 146 may, for example, assemble infor
mation required to verify the credential based on the received
user inputs and send to the selected credential service agent
150. The credential exchange 146 may also provide to the
selected credential service agent 150, additional information
from the credential database with respect to the selected cre
dential, including, for example, the GUID, the verification
history of the selected credential, the expiration period of the
selected credential, as well as other information related to the
selected credential.

0152. In one example, the end user 110 may have selected
a Symantec hard token, for example by selecting the Syman
tec (OneStop) component 252-a via the user interface 230 as
shown in FIG. 2-b. In one embodiment of the present teach
ing, the credential exchange 146 may obtain information
needed to verify the selected credential from the credential
record of the selected Symantec token and pass them to the
Symantec credential service agent 150-b. For example, the
credential exchange 146 may provide the serial number of the
Symantec hard token and a onetime passcode that user pro
vided.

0153. In another example, the end user 110 may have
selected a RSA token, issued to the end user 110, for example,
by a private hospital A. The end user may have, for example,
selected the RSA SecureID (OneStop) component 252-c via
the user interface 230 as shown in FIG. 2-b. Unlike the prior
example relating to a Symantec token, where OneStop is
provided with access to a service operable to verify the
Symantec token, the RSA token verification process is not
immediately accessible to OneStop because it is internal to
the hospital A System, and is configured for end user to have
direct access.
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0154 As discussed further below in FIGS. 4-b-4-d and
FIG. 5-b, additional connecting components are needed to
integrate a type of credentials, such as RSA tokens. The RSA
tokens are initially intended to be used in a closed host sys
tem, such as the Hospital A System, as shown in FIG. 4-b.
where the end user's RSA token verifications are handled

internally in the host system, and not accessible by an external
system.

0155. At step 565, the selected credential service agent
150 may verify the selected credential. For example, the
selected credential service agent 150 may communicate with
the end user 110 via a secure channel to complete the verifi
cation process. For example, the end user 110 may have
selected a XFA credential, for example by selecting the XFA
component 252-b via the user interface 230 as shown in FIG.
2-b. In one embodiment of the present teaching, the credential
exchange 146 may provide a link through the OneStop user
interface to an XFA client application to facilitate the end user
110 to establish a secure channel with the XFA credential

service provider.
0156. In this example, the credential exchange 146 may
provide an internal xFAID to which the end user 110 is bound
in the XFA system. The internal xFAID may be stored, for
example, as a part of the credential record for the XFA cre
dential of the end user 110 in the credential database 148. The

end user 110 may, for example, provide verification informa
tion, through the established secure channel as well as the
XFA internal ID to the XFA credential service provider to
complete the verification process of step 565. The verification
may include, but is not limited a voice sample from the end
user 110.

(O157. As a result of the credential verification step of 565,
the selected credential service agent 150 may pass the authen
tication response to the OneStop identity center 142 at step
570. In one embodiment of the present teaching, the selected
credential service agent 150 may send the verification result
to the credential exchange 146.
0158. In another embodiment of the present teaching, the
selected credential service agent may send the verification
result directly to OneStop identity center 142.
0159. In one embodiment of the present teaching, the
selected credential service agent 150 includes a credential
database and provides credential binding services. In this
embodiment, the selected credential service agent 150 binds
the user's OneStop GUID with the user's credential informa
tion. For example, the selected credential service agent 150
may bind the user's OneStop GUID with the user's initial
voice sample or the serial number of a user's hard token. In
this embodiment, the OneStop identity center 142 may send
the credential verification request directly to the credential
service agent 150 with respect to a GUID. The credential
Verification agent may receive verification results directly
from the credential service agent 150, at step 570.
0160. In the event that the credential verification step of
565 fails, the end user 110 may, for example be directed to the
user interface (e.g., 220 or 230 of FIG. 2.-a, FIG. 2-b) to try
again or to select a different credential for the verification.
0161 If the credential verification is successful, deter
mined at step 575, the OneStop identity center 142 may return
a positive authentication response to the trusted application.
For example, the OneStop identity center 142 may provide an
ID token with an expiration time following a specific protocol
Such as the OpenID Connect protocol. In another example,
the OneStop identity center 142 may provide a SAML token
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to confirm the identity assertion. In still another example, the
OneStop identity center 142 may provide a signed digital
identity for the end user 110.
0162 FIG. 4-b illustrates a private enterprise system 410
which provides its end users 420 with access to Hospital A
protected private resources 412. Assuming Hospital A System
410 is a member of the trusted frame work and Hospital A
system maintains an overall assurance level of LOA3 or
above for its e-authentication. For example, Hospital A may
be certified to be complaint with the trusted protocols for
identity proofing at an LOA3 or above, with the protocols for
credential issuance and management, and/or with an authen
tication protocol at an LOA 3 or above.
0163. In this example, the Hospital A system may have
implemented two-factor authentication, for example, using
some verification component such as a RSA token or a PIN
number. The Hospital A system includes a private RSA Token
Verification server 414, for purpose of authenticating a person
to be a registered user of Hospital A system. A RSA Token
Verification Agent 416 may correspond to a component, spe
cialized as software or hardware, which is dedicated to collect

appropriate authentication inputs from the person given the
person's authentication status at the RSA token verification
server 414 and to communicate the collected authentication
data to the RSA token verification server 414. The RSA token

Verification agent 416 may, for example, be installed on a
domain server, or web server, or a personal computer, or any
Software application server, which is capable of communicat
ing with the RSA token verification server 414, for example,
via the transmission protocolas used in the hospital A System,
such as, for example, TCP, UDP, or RADIUS.
0164. The private RSA Token Verification server 414 and
the RSA Token Verification Agent 416 may reside in the
Hospital A's private enterprise network and protected by a
security mechanism, such as a firewall. The RSA Token Veri
fication Agent 416 may also reside outside of the Hospital A
Enterprise network So long as the communication to the pri
vate RSA verification server is securely protected. An authen
ticated user of the Hospital Asystem may be enabled to access
protected private resources 412 of Hospital A.
0.165 An end user 420 may operate on a device such as a
mobile device, a computer, or a device that allows the end user
420 to communicate with the Hospital A's system via RSA
token verification agent 416 to complete the e-authentication
process. The RSA token verification agent 416 may include a
Software application installed on a computer, Such as a web
server, which is configured to communicate with the net
worked RSA Token verification server 414. The RSA token

verification agent 416 also provides user interfaces for end
user 420 to interact with a person, for example, to collect a
selected set of data necessary to authenticate the person. For
example, the end user 420 may be requested to provide a PIN,
a onetime token code that is currently on display at the RSA
SecureID display, or a next token code.
0166 The private RSA Token verification server 414 veri
fies the received PIN and onetime token code from the end
user to determine whetherto authenticate the currentend user.

The private RSA Token verification server 414 may also
initiate additional authentication workflow communicating
with the current end user via the RSA token verification agent
416 so that the current end user may get authenticated. For
example, an authentication workflow may ask for a next
token, to establish new PIN for the current end user.
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0167 FIG. 4-c shows an example of a system where
OneStop is integrated with a private enterprise/organizational
system, such as Hospital A. In this example, a trusted con
nector may, for example, be installed at the Hospital A System
410 within its security domain, such as within its firewall. In
this case, the trusted connector 430 is configured to commu
nicate with OneStop, an external source outside the firewall,
via a secure channel. The trusted connector 430 may also
communicate specifically with the private RSA token verifi
cation server in the Hospital A System. In one embodiment,
the trusted connector 430 may include the SDK to be used by
RSA token verification agent 416 to achieve communication
with the private RSA verification server 414.
0168 FIG. 4-d shows an exemplary design of a trusted
connector at hospital A430. The trusted connector at hospital
A is installed within the hospital A security, such as within the
firewall. As a “trusted connector, Hospital A system 410
allows the trusted connector 430 to communicate with a par
ticular designated external source, e.g., OneStop, through a
secure channel through the firewall.
0169. In one embodiment of the present teaching, the
trusted connector at hospital A 430 may be configured to
receive service requests from a particular designated external
Source. Such as, for example, OneStop credential verification
service agent 150-dand relay the service request to a particu
lar designated private server, for example the private RSA
credential verification server 414. The trusted connector at

hospital A 430 may also be configured to receive responses
from the particular designated private server of Hospital A
and relay the response back to the designated external
requester, Such as, for example, OneStop credential verifica
tion service agent for hospital A 150-d.
0170 The trusted connector at hospital A 430 may include
a connector log 432 that keeps records of events and activities
that occurred in the trusted connector 430. This includes,

without limitation, communication exchanged at the trusted
connector 430. Such as communications exchanged via the
secure channel to OneStop Credential Verification Service
Agent for hospital A 150-d. The connector log 432 may also
include other types of information related to the communica
tion exchange with an external Source. Such as the time, place
and manner of the exchange, the identifying information of
the external source (e.g., IP address, URI, session identifiers
etc.). The connector log 432 may also include the content,
and/or one or more attributes that relate to the communication
exchange.
0171 Similarly, OneStop may include an agent log 152
that may be used to keep track of events and/or communica
tions that occurred in OneStop credential verification service
agent for hospital A 150-d. The Agent log 152 may include
communication exchange between the Agent 150-d and the
trusted connector 430, including but not limited to, the time,
place and manner of the exchange and/or content or one or
more attributes that relate to the communication exchange
between the Agent 150-dand the trusted connector 430.
0172. The trusted connector 430 may include a configu
ration 431 that includes information used to configure various
components for a specific instance of the trusted connector
430. The configuration 431 may include, for example, con
nection information with respect to the trusted connector 430
and the internal private source (e.g., the private RSA creden
tial verification server 414 associated with hospital A). The
configuration 431 may also include information related to the
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communication protocol, such as TCP, UDP, or RADIUS,
which the trusted connector 430 may use in communicating
with the private source.
0173 The configuration 431 may also include connection
information with respect to the trusted connector 430 and the
external source (e.g., OneStop credential verification service
agent for hospital A 150-d).
0.174. An exemplary instance of the trusted connector 430
as used in Hospital A is shown in FIG. 4-d. In this illustration,
the configuration 431 includes information that is provided
specifically for hospital A. In this example, the configuration
431 may include, for example, information with respect to
which private server in hospital Athat will be communicating
with an external source, whether it is private RSA credential
verification server 414, or the private server 2414-a, or any
other server that can be accessed by hospital A.
0.175. In one embodiment of the present teaching, the con
figuration 431 may also include rules or logic for determining
the private server selection based on data received from the
external Source, such as OneStop. The configuration 431 may
also include other types of configuration information to be
used for configuring other components such as an interpreter
433, an event audit engine 434, and a private server session
management module 435 (which will be described in detail
below).
0176). In one embodiment of the present teaching, the con
figuration parameters or parametric values in configuration
431 can be dynamically re-configured based on, e.g., Hospital
As needs. For example, a person, such as an administrator of
the hospital A System, may be allowed to configure and man
age the trusted connector 430 by modifying the configuration
431. For example, the hospital A system's administrator may
reconfigure the configuration 431 to enlarge the scope of
events that will be audited.

0177. In another embodiment of the invention, the con
figuration 431 may include different pre-defined configura
tion parameters or parametric values for each different instan
tiated trusted connector. Such pre-defined values may be set,
for example, according to business agreements between the
enterprise, for example, the hospital A and an external source,
such as OneStop.
0178. In yet another embodiment of the present teaching,
different portions of the configuration 431 may be accessed
with different restrictions based on, for example, the roles of
the person who accesses it, whether the role of a person is
defined in accordance with which system the person belongs
to, the job function or the security level set of the person. For
example, an administrator of OneStop may have access to the
part of configuration that defines the connection between
OneStop and the hospital A. On the other hand, the OneStop
administrator, may have no access to the part of configuration
that defines Hospital A's internal connection between the
trusted connector 430 and a private server, such as the private
RSA credential verification server 414.

0179. In the illustrated embodiment, the trusted connector
430 includes an interpreter 433 which facilitates the service
exchange between the external Source and the internal private
server. For example, the interpreter 433 may receive a request
from the external source (e.g., OneStop) and interprets it so
that the request can be translated into one or more service
requests for the targeted private server (e.g., private RSA
credential verification server 414). The interpreter 433 may
also facilitate the communication in the reversed direction,

i.e., it may receive a response from the private server and
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interpret it so that the response from the private server can be
translated into specific responses for the requesting external
SOUC.

0180. In one example, the trusted connector 430 may
receive, from OneStop (Credential Verification service agent
for hospital A 150-d), a request to verify a RSA token that is
associated with a hospital A user. The request may include
verification data for the RSA token, such as, for example, a
one-time password (OTP), and a PIN number. The RSA token
verification request may also include a RSA token identifier
that is associated with the hospital A user.
0181. The trusted connector 430 may also include an audit
engine 434 to auditing the privacy and security of the com
munication. To achieve that, the audit engine 434 may collect
data related to communications, events, and activities
occurred at the trusted connector 430 so as to account for and

to ensure privacy of healthcare data and compliance of Secu
rity requirement as desired by the private enterprise. Such as
the hospital A The audit engine 434 may be, for example,
configured to handle security audit logging, Such as, for
example, logging security auditable events or activities that
are required by healthcare information technology industry
standard, or by government rules and regulations. The gov
ernment rules and regulations may include, for example, rules
and regulations from the federal, state or local government
that relate to data privacy or data security. For example, fed
eral rules may include the rules for the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) require
ments; HITECH Act of 2010 requirements; the Federal Infor
mation Security Management Act (FISMA) requirements:
Meaningful Use (MU) regulations that relate to security audit
log. See Health information technology standards, imple
mentation specifications and certification criteria and certifi
cation programs for health information technology, 45 CFR
Part 170.

0182 Based on the collected data, the audit engine 434
may check, for example, records of who accessed private
resources of the hospital A, and determine with respect to the
access, for instance, when for what purpose, from where and
relate to which hospital A user. The audit engine 434 may
store the collected auditing data in the collector log 432.
0183 In one embodiment of the present teaching, the audit
engine 434 may also have access to agent log 152, for
example, to account for related chain of events as perceived
by OneStop, such as, for example, credential verification
service agent for hospital A 150-d.
0184. In some embodiments, the trusted connector 430
may include a private server session management module 435
to manage and maintain server sessions between an end user
and the private servers in hospital A. An exemplary session is
an authentication session used in the private RSA credential
verification server 414.

0185 FIG.5-b shows a flowchart of an exemplary process
in which the OneStop identity center 142 communicates with
a private enterprise system 410 to verify a private credential
for a OneStop user, according to an embodiment of the
present teaching.
0186 Prior to integration with OneStop, the existing hos
pital A System may handle its own user management, includ
ing user registration, user token/credential (e.g. one or more
RSA tokens) issuance, as well as managing binding of the
issued token/credentials with their associated users. The hos

pital A System may also handle its own user authentication
process which includes, for example, Verifying user's posses
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sion of RSA tokens that are specifically issued to the user. In
one example, the hospital A System may host a private RSA
credential verification server 414, which provides RSA token
Verification as part of the authentication process. In this
embodiment, the private RSA credential verification server
414 resides within the hospital A enterprise system, which is
protected by firewalland, hence, not accessible by an external
system.

0187 To integrate with OneStop, a trusted connector 430
may be deployed at the hospital A System, to enable account
able and dedicated access to a private server resource at
hospital A, such as, for example, private RSA credential veri
fication server 414. In another embodiment of the present
teaching, the trusted connector 430 may be used to connect
one or more additional private servers at Hospital A. Such as
a private server 2414-a. Such additional private servers may,
for example, provide similar services as the RSA credential
verification server 414.

0188 In still another embodiment, the trusted connector
430 may be configured to connect to different types of private
servers at Hospital A. In yet another embodiment, the trusted
connector 430 may be configured to access other private
server resources at hospital A. In one example, when Hospital
A starts to issue to its users a different type of authentication
tokens/devices, it may use a different private server for veri
fication based on the new type of token. The trusted connector
430 may be configured to connect and to enable access to the
new token verification server in Hospital A. As such, OneStop
will be capable of adapting to new token types when needed
and be able to verify the new token by using, via the trusted
connector 430, any new token verification private server asso
ciated with Hospital A.
0189 In one embodiment of the present teaching, multiple
users of Hospital Asystem can be registered with OneStop via
a batch process. As a result, each Such user of the Hospital A
is associated with a unique OneStop identity. That is, each
Hospital A user is associated with a GUID and an identity in
the identities DB 144. Further, OneStop also binds each of
such Hospital A users with a credential that the Hospital A
issued to that user for authenticating purposes. That is,
OneStop makes an association between, e.g., an RSA token
serial number/seed record of the Hospital A user and the
OneStop GUID that is associated with that Hospital Auser, as
stored in the credentials DB 148 (which is accessible by the
credential exchange 146 and communicated to the credential
service agent 150-d). In another embodiment of the present
teaching, the binding is recorded and made accessible
through the credential service agent for Hospital A 150-d.
(0190 FIG. 5-b illustrates one example of how OneStop
operates with a trusted connector 430 as illustrated in FIG.
5-a. At step 555, as shown in FIG. 5-a, in order to access ABC
healthcare application, a person provides a first name, a last
name and a chosen name, for example, via the user interface
in FIG. 2-a. Via the provided information, the person claims
to be a proven identity in OneStop or asserts a claimed iden
tity. The person may also specify to use a certain level of
authentication credential Such as LOA 3 credential (e.g., a
RSA SecureID) in authenticating him/her as having the
claimed identity in OneStop. The specified credential or RSA
SecureID may, for example, initially be issued and used by
the claimed identity in accessing the hospital A System. Upon
locating the claimed identity in OneStop based on, for
example, the user provided first name, last name and chosen
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name. OneStop may obtain the GUID, as well as other infor
mation with respect to the claimed identity.
0191 At step 560. OneStop may request credential
exchange 146 to verify the RSA SecureID credential as pro
vided by the user. In one example, the credential exchange
146 may retrieve the credential record associated with the
GUID from credential DB 148 and verify whether the GUID
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additional request into service requests for OneStop creden
tial verification service agent 150-d or OneStop credential
exchange 146. For example, the private RSA credential veri
fication server at hospital A 414 may request the person being
authenticated to Supply a new one time token code or to set up
a new PIN number. This triggers OneStop to facilitate addi
tional user interaction as requested by the hospital A server

is indeed associated a RSA SecureID credential, and whether

414.

the RSA SecureID verification source is hospital A.
0.192 Upon successful verification, the credential
exchange 146 may further select an appropriate credential
service agent to verify the selected credential. In some
embodiments, the credential exchange 146 may select the
credential service agent for hospital A 150-d, which may have
been dedicated to verify a certain level of LOA credential
such as RSA SecureID using the private resources from hos
pital A. The credential service agent for hospital A 150-d may
collect credential verification data (e.g., via a user interface)
as associated with the selected credential, which may include,
but not limited to, an input relating to a PIN number and/oran
input for a one time passphrase that is currently displayed on
the RSA SecureID of the person. This is achieved at step
565a, where OneStop receives input data from the person
whose identity is to be authenticated.
0193 At step 565b, the credential service agent for hospi
tal A 150-d from OneStop may initiate connection with the
trusted connector 430 at hospital A. As disclosed herein, the

0197) Upon being triggered based on the additional
requests from hospital A. OneStop may then initiate interac
tions with the person being authenticated. For example, One
Stop may prompt the person to be authenticated via, e.g., an
appropriate user interfaces, for collecting additional user data
input. The user interaction iterates through steps 565a to 565i,
during which the two-way communication between OneStop
and hospital Aprivate server 414 is carried out via the trusted

trusted connector 430 serves as a connector dedicated to the

communication with the private RSA SecureID verification
server 414 in hospital A. Upon establishment of a secure
channel via the trusted connector 430, at step 565c, the
OneStop credential service agent for hospital A 150-d may,
for example, send credential verification service request to
the trusted connector 430. In another example, the OneStop
credential service agent 150-d may request to access the
private RSA verification server through the trusted connector
430.

0194 At step 565d, via the interpreter in the trusted con
nector 430 at hospital A, the received OneStop request is
interpreted and converted into requests appropriate for the
private RSA verification server of hospital A 414. At step
565f the private RSA verification server 414 processes the
received RSA credential verification request in order to
respond to the request. At step 565g, the private RSA verifi
cation server 414 sends its response to the trusted connector
430. At step 565h, the trusted connector 430 receives the
response from the private RSA verification server 414 and
interprets the received response before sending it to OneStop
at 565i.

(0195 At step 565i, a response received by the trusted
connector 430 may indicate that the verification process has
been completed. For example, the private server from hospital
A 414 may respond that the person either passed or failed the
credential verification. In this situation, OneStop completes
the credential verification process at step 570. As that stage,
the person with claimed identity may either be authenticated
as the claimed identity in OneStop or failed authentication.
(0196. One the other hand, at step 565i, if the trusted con
nector 430 received a response which indicates that additional
interaction with the person is required to complete the Veri
fication process, an addition request asking for Such further
interaction may be received from the private RSA verification
server 414. The additional request may be interpreted by the
trusted connector 430 in order to, for example, convert the

connector 430.

0198 FIG. 6-a shows a conceptual view of an exemplary
role of OneStop in which OneStop serves as an attribute
broker among various sites, according to an embodiment of
the present teaching. As shown in FIG. 6-a, a person 610 may
have multiple identities, e.g., identity 1 (610-a) to n (610-m),
that the person has established with respect to sites 1 through
n, that are distributed at those sites, respectively. OneStop
according to the present teaching provides a centralized man
agement of multiple identities 1-n via the trusted relationship
between the OneStop web site 630 and the various sites 1-n.
(0199 As described herein, OneStop provides a universal
OneStop identity 620 that may, for example, access to all
attributes associated with identities 1-n. In one embodiment

of the present teaching. OneStop is operable to propagate
attribute values across identities 1 to n, to update shared
attributes in an efficient manner. For example, Ellen
Smith&Willow, as register with OneStop, may have changed
her last name from “Smith' to “Gates' upon marriage. In one
embodiment of the present teaching, the last name attribute is
maintained at OneStop; Ellen has, for example, consented to
share this OneStop last name attribute with site 1-n automati
cally. As a result, OneStop may update sites 1-n with the last
name change in identities 1-n respectively.
0200 FIG. 6-b shows portions of data used in an exem
plary attribute management feature, according to an embodi
ment of the present teaching. As a centralized manager for a
person’s identity, OneStop manages all accessible identity
attributes that are associated with the OneStop user. In one
embodiment of the present teaching. OneStop ensures source
site of each attribute and provides guidance as to where else
(other sites) such attribute are also used.
0201 In one embodiment of the present teaching, as show
in FIG. 6-b. OneStop owns and provides a number of demo
graphic attributes of a person, Such as, for example, first
name, last name, date of birth, gender and Zip code. Following
the OneStop user's consent (See FIG. 6-d). OneStop may
share these demographic attributes with a list of applications,
Such as, for example, sites as listed on the corresponding
Attribute Consumer column. In the example as shown in
FIG. 6-b. OneStop may share the OneStop user's first name,
last name and gender with n sites (site 1-n). In contrast,
OneStop may share the Date of Birth attribute of the user to
only 2 sites (site 1—Citibank and site n—myhealth.com).
0202) To be a trusted attribute source. OneStop may follow
certain protocols to ensure the accuracies of these attributes.
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For example, OneStop may periodically check with the US
post office to ensure that it has the most recent zip code of its
SC.

0203 FIG. 6-c shows exemplary system diagrams of
OneStop where OneStop acts as an attribute broker, accord
ing to an embodiment of the present teaching. The present
teaching enables the user to determine the scope of the
attributes that are shared. The present teaching also enables
the user to manage which site the user chooses to be the
Source of particular attribute, and which site(s) may consume
(get updates from) the attribute values from the source site.
End users 110 in this embodiment use the OneStop applica
tion 635 to interface with the OneStop identity service 140 for
registration and attribute sharing.
0204 The present teaching also enables an attribute
exchange among various applications with a centralized
authorization model. In one embodiment of the present teach
ing. OneStop applies the Oauth 2.0 protocol to provide autho
rization and access control to attribute sharing based on user
consent. In this embodiment, OneStop acts as the pseudo
resource owner. As a result, user authorization can be imple
mented in one centralized OneStop authorization server, such
as, for example, Oauth2 Authorization Server 644. The
present teaching alleviates the burden on each site/resource
owner to implement its own authorization server.
0205 OAuth 2.0 protocol has three phases: (1) requesting
an Authorization Grant; (2) exchanging the Authorization
Grant for an Access Token; and (3) accessing the resources
using this Access Token. In one embodiment of the present
teaching. OneStop uses OpenID Connect (http://openid.net/
connect/fac/) as another identity layer on top of OAuth 2.0
protocol. OAuth applications can get authentication event
information over the ID Token and can get the extra claims of
the authenticated user from the OpenID Connect UserInfo
endpoint.
0206. Attribute Sharing Manager 640 is operable to man
age the attribute sharing among various trusted applications
130. As shown in the user interface below in FIG. 6-d.

attribute sharing manager 640 receives user decisions as to
what attributes to share, to which the attributes are shared and

store the attribute sharing decisions in an attribute map data
base 642. In one embodiment of the present teaching, the
attribute map database 642 may The attribute sharing man
ager 640 may also be operable to ensure the accuracy of the
attributes. For example, the attribute sharing manager 640
may periodically check with government or authorities to
maintain the accuracies of the attributes. For example, the
attribute sharing manager 640 may periodically check with
the address changes requests Submitted in the US postal to
update zip code attribute of OneStop users. In another
example, the attribute sharing manager may periodically get
updates from the Social Security Administrations website.
0207. In another example, the end user may manually
change the attributes. In another example, a certified trusted
entity may be enabled to conduct attribute updates in the
attribute sharing manager 640. Such as a trusted site of an
auditing agency or regulation website, or an identity proof
agent.

0208. The attribute sharing manager 640 may keep a
record of attributes revision history, Such as, for example, the
time, place and manner as to how the attribute is revised, the
value change at each revision.
0209. The Onesstop identity service 140 in this embodi
ment further includes a OneStop registration service 646 that
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is responsible for registering OneStop users upon identity
proofing of the users by identity proofing agents 648. The
details of OneStop users registration are described below with
respect to FIG.8.
0210 FIG. 6-d shows an exemplary user interface of
OneStop where the user may manage attribute sharing among
various trusted applications. The user interface 650 includes 4
components: UI component 652, 654, 656, and 658 respec
tively
0211. The UI component 652 allows the user to select one
or many attributes that are to be shared among a set of appli
cations/sites. The UI component 652 also allows the user to
update any attribute values, for example by clicking on the
update button. The UI component 652 may also allow user to
select other attributes that are not currently displayed, by
clicking on the “More' button, which may trigger another UI
for displaying more attributes options.
0212. The UI component 654 allows the user to select the
set of application/sites where the attributes selected, for
example, in UI component 652, may be shared. The UI com
ponent 654 allows the user to consent to the attributes sharing
to the set of selected applications. The UI component 652 may
allow the user to select more sites to share the selected

attributes, for example, by clicking on the “More' button,
which may trigger another UI for displaying more applica
tion/site options.
0213. The UI component 656 allows user to select a
default set of attributes with new applications. In this
example, the user may elect from a list of demographics
information, including the user's first name, last name, Zip
code, gender and birth month and day.
0214. The UI component 658 allows the user to reject any
attribute sharing among the applications, by for example,
click on the “Deny' button.
0215 FIG. 7 shows exemplary user interface for an
authenticated user of a trusted application to register with the
OneStop identity service provider, according to an embodi
ment of the present teaching. The trusted application may be
certified to have an overall LOA for its users. The trusted

application may be a member of the trust framework, or have
been certified by a third party or an government agency to
have followed the practices to reached LOA when identity
proofing for its users. In one example, the trusted application
is certified at LOA3, thus ensures its users to have passed
LOA3 identity proofing. The trusted application may also use
a LOA3 credential to authenticate its users. Assuming
OneStop identity service provider is to trust the trusted appli
cation, the authenticated user of the trusted application may
be provided an option to become an OneStop user, so that the
user may have access to the OneStop identity services.
0216. In one embodiment of the present teaching, during
an active session of the authenticated user in the trusted appli
cation, the user may have access to the user interface 710, as
shown in FIG. 7, to automatically register to OneStop identity
service provider. In this example, the trusted application pro
vided to the authenticated user a list of attributes that OneStop
requires, as shown in UI component 720. The list may
include, for example, the user's 5 attributes as stored in the
trusted application, such as, for example, first name, last
name, Zip code, and gender and birth month. The user may
elect to consent to the sharing of these 5 attributes. The user
may elect to not consent to the sharing of these 5 attributes.
The user may also elect to update any inaccuracy of these 5
attributes. Having user consent to the sharing of these 5
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attributes, may enable OneStop to initiate a registration pro
cess of the authenticated user, which will be explained in
more detail below in FIG. 8.

0217 FIG.8 shows a flowchart of an exemplary process in
which an authenticated user of a trusted application shares the
user's identity attributes in the trusted application with
OneStop service provider in order to register with OneStop
and become a OneStop user, according to an embodiment of
the present teaching.
0218. In one embodiment of the present teaching,
OneStop may enroll users of a trusted application in batch
mode. For example, the trusted application may share with
OneStop a group of its users’ profiles or attributes, such as, for
example, demographics attributes. Trusting these users to
have been properly identity proofed by the trusted application
at a certain LOA, OneStop may register the group of users in
the OneStop system in a batch mode. In one example,
OneStop may register a group of users from an EPCS appli
cation, where the EPCS users are doctors who may prescribe
controlled substances to patients. The EPCS users are identity
proofed at LOA3 and are authenticated to the EPCS applica
tion at LOA3 via a two factor authentication process.
0219. OneStop may, for example, check to make sure that
the EPCS user does not already have an OneStop user
account. In one embodiment of the present teaching, OneStop
may create a default chosen name for each new user from
EPCS application and allow the new user to change it when
the new user's first login to the OneStop. For example,
OneStop may use the new user's birth month and day as the
users initial temporary chosen name. For a user who has a
birth date of August 16. OneStop may create a default chosen
name, such as, for example, “0816 or “Aug 16” or
“August 16.”
0220. In another embodiment of the present teaching, as
illustrated in FIG. 8, an authenticated user of a trusted appli
cation may individually register to the OneStop system. At
step 810, the trusted application may obtain the current
authenticated user's consent to share a list of attributes with

OneStop. For example, the trusted application my present to
the currently authenticated user a user interface. Such as for
example, user interface 710 in FIG. 7, a list of attributes that
OneStop requires. Upon receiving the current user's consent,
the trusted application securely sends the OneStop the
attributes with respect to the current user.
0221. At step 820. OneStop receives the current user's
identity attributes from the trusted application. At step 830,
OneStop may, for example, search within OneStop to see if
there is any existing user that has matching attribute values to
the received attributes values. If so, the user is already regis
tered in OneStop. OneStop may enable the current user the
option to (a) register a new credential. Such as, for example,
the credential that the current user used to be authenticated by
the trusted application (via steps 840, 842, 844 and 848); (b)
register new attribute(s) of the user with OneStop (step 870).
0222. In one embodiment of the present teaching, in step
840, the current user provides the current application creden
tial to OneStop. For example, the current user of the EPCS
application may provide the serial number of the Symantec
token to OneStop. In one example, OneStop may also require
user to provide the onetime passcode showing on the Syman
tec token. In one example, OneStop may verify the Symantec
token at step 842. The verification of the selected credential is
checked at step 844. Upon successful verification, OneStop
may bind the new credential. Such as, the Symantec token, to
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the current user's OneStop account, at step 848. If the verifi
cation of the selected credential is unsuccessful, then the

process exits at step 895.
0223) At step 830, if the current user of the trusted appli
cation is not found within OneStop, the user may, for
example, provided an option to enroll in OneStop through a
user interface at step 832. The user may, for example, choose
to proceed with enrolling in OneStop at 832. If the user opts
not to be enrolled in OneStop, the process exits at step 895. At
step 834, whether the user has passed sufficient identity
proofing process in the trusted application and has reached
sufficient LOA for identity proofing are checked. If the test is
failed at step 834, then the process exits at step 895. If the user
has passed sufficient identity proofing process in the trusted
application and has reached sufficient LOA for identity proof
ing at 834, then OneStop may register the user in OneStop at
step 850. For example, OneStop may, at step 860, save the
current user and the user's attributes in OneStop's identity
repository, such as, for example, identity database 144.
0224. In one embodiment of the present teaching,
OneStop may also provide the current user with the option to
register a new credential via steps 840, 842, 844 and 848.
OneStop may also provide the current the user with the option
to register new attribute(s) from the trusted application with
OneStop at step 870.
0225 FIG.9 shows a flowchart of an exemplary process in
which an OneStop user may register to a new trusted appli
cation, according to an embodiment of the present teaching.
To register with a new trusted application, a user normally
needs to provide a significant amount of information with
respect the user to the new application. Some of this informa
tion, for example, is used for identity proofing purposes.
Some of this information is needed for specific use by the new
application. The present teaching provides interoperable
identities through OneStop which allows a trusted new appli
cation to delegate the identity proofing task to OneStop. As a
result, the user is relieved of the burden to provide a lengthy
list of information, e.g., fill out a 20 page PDF form online,
and do so repeatedly, as each new application may require
similar information for purpose of identity proofing.
0226. In one embodiment of the present teaching, the new
application may decide to trust the identity proofing LOA that
OneStop provides and forego the need to acquire these
attributes. In another embodiment of the present teaching, the
new application may still collect a number of attributes
through OneStop attribute sharing mechanism, for example,
to perform its own identity proofing process. In this example,
the user may need to consent to a scope of the attributes that
the new application may consume, such as, for example,
provide inputs through the user interface 656 components, as
shown in FIG. 6-d

0227. With respect to user information/attributes required
specific to the new application, the present teaching provides
various novel features. First, One Stop enables attribute shar
ing, so that the new application may consume existing user
attributes from other applications, so that the user are also
relieved of the burden to provide these attributes repeatedly.
For example, a board certified doctor may have registered
with an electronic prescription application, such as Rcopia.
The doctor has provided Rcopia with information/attributes
relate to his medical training upon registering to the Rcopia
application. The same list of attributes will be needed for a
new EPCS application, where the doctor may prescribe con
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trolled substances. With the present teaching, the user may
simply consent the sharing of these attributes from Rcopia to
EPCS through OneStop.
0228. Additionally, OneStop enables the user to manage
these attributes in one place. Such as, in the Rcopia applica
tion. OneStop may enable or to provide attribute updates from
the attribute source? owner, such as the Rcopia application, to
the attribute consumers, such as the EPCS application. As
Such, the user no longer to do updates to these attributes,
repeatedly, in each application that uses them.
0229 Second, OneStop enables the expansion of the user
attributes openly because new attributes can be provided to
the ecosystem from any application through time. Further, the
distributed nature of the attributes which exists in an ever

increasing number of applications, will allow a scalable over
all ecosystem to expand without limit.
0230. In reference to FIG.9, a new trusted application may
provide an option for a new user to register to the new trusted
application through OneStop. Upon user selection of this
option, the new trusted application may send to OneStop its
registration requirement, including for example, the overall
LOA that the new application requires, a list of attributes with
respect to the user that the new application would like to
receive from OneStop, step 910.
0231. In one embodiment of the present teaching, the new
application may also provide a user interface for the user to
login to OneStop at the desired LOA, such as, for example,
user interface 220 or 230 as shown in FIG. 2-a and FIG. 2-b.

If the user successfully logins to OneStop at the desired LOA
at step 920, the OneStop service provider may provide a
positive authentication response to the new site at step 950.
Otherwise. OneStop responds to the new application with
authentication failure at step 930. At step 940. OneStop my
provide options for the failed user to remedy the failed login.
In one embodiment of the present teaching, if the failure is
due to insufficient identity proofing. OneStop may provide
user interface to enable user to undertake more identity proof
ing process to reach a desired LOA level. In another example,
if the failure is due to lacking of a credential of the sufficient
LOA, OneStop may initiate a proper credential issuance pro
CCSS,

0232. Upon successful login to the OneStop at the
required LOA, the new application may, for example, interact
with OneStop to complete the registration process. In one
example, the new application requires additional attributes
from OneStop. The user may, for example, be provided with
a user interface, similar to the user interface shown in FIG.

6-d. So that user may consent to the sharing of the list of
required attributes to the new application at step 950.
0233. Further, the new application may enable the user to
select a list of new attributes elect to the new application be
the source/owner of these attributes at step 960. The new
application may also enable the user to provide a list of
attribute consumer applications/sites for each new attribute,
so that these new attributes or their updates can be shared to
the attribute consumer applications/sites, at step 970. In
another example, the new application provides new attributes
to OneStop and entrust OneStop to be the attribute source for
these attributes.

0234. In one embodiment of the present teaching,
OneStop may accept the user's creation of these new attribute
values in the new application as is. In another embodiment of
the present teaching. OneStop may provide additional Ser
vice. Such as, for example, Verifying the newly added
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attributes and their values before accepting them in the
OneStop system at step 980. For example, a new attribute
“NPI number is entered by the user of a new eRx application.
OneStop may trigger verification services from another
entity, such as, for example, a database that includes the most
current NPI number data to ensure the accuracy of the NPI
number value. The verification result is checked at step 990.
If the Verification is not successfully, the process exits at step
995.

0235 Finally, if the verification is successful. OneStop
may update the attribute map to include the attribute manage
ment settings with respect to the new application, at step 999.
For example, OneStop may record the attribute sharing of the
existing attributes to the new application. OneStop may also
record the new attributes and the consumers of the new

attributes. In another example, the new application provides
new attributes to OneStop and entrust OneStop to be the
attribute source for these attributes.

0236 FIG. 10 depicts the architecture of a mobile device
which can be used to implement a specialized system incor
porating the present teaching. In this example, the user device
by which end users could use for accessing the trusted appli
cations 130, the OneStop identity service provider 140, and/
or the credential service agents 150 is a mobile device 1000,
including but is not limited to, a Smartphone, a tablet, a music
player, a handled gaming console, a global positioning sys
tem (GPS) receiver. The mobile device 1000 in this example
includes one or more central processing units (CPUs) 1002,
one or more graphic processing units (GPUs) 1004, a display
1006, a memory 1008, a communication platform 1010, such
as a wireless communication module, storage 1012, and one
or more input/output (I/O) devices 1014. Any other suitable
component, such as but not limited to a system bus or a
controller (not shown), may also be included in the mobile
device 1000. As shown in FIG. 10, a mobile operating system
1016, e.g., iOS, Android, Windows Phone, etc., and one or
more local client applications 1018 may be loaded into the
memory 1008 from the storage 1012 in order to be executed
by the CPU 1002. The local client applications 1018 may
include a browser or any other suitable mobile apps for
accessing the trusted applications 130, the OneStop identity
service provider 140, and/or the credential service agents 150
on the mobile device 1000. Execution of the local client

applications 1018 may cause the mobile device 1000 to per
form the processing as described above in the present teach
ing. For example, the display of the user interfaces shown in
FIGS. 2-a. 2-b, 6-d, and 7 may be made by the GPU 1004 in
conjunction with the display 1006. User interactions with the
user interfaces shown in FIGS. 2-a. 2-b, 6-d, and 7 may be
achieved via the I/O devices 1014 and provided to the trusted
applications 130, the OneStop identity service provider 140,
and/or the credential service agents 150 via the communica
tion platform 1010.
0237 To implement the present teaching, computer hard
ware platforms may be used as the hardware platform(s) for
one or more of the elements described herein. The hardware

elements, operating Systems, and programming languages of
Such computers are conventional in nature, and it is presumed
that those skilled in the art are adequately familiar therewith
to adapt those technologies to implement the processing
essentially as described herein. A computer with user inter
face elements may be used to implement a personal computer
(PC) or other type of work station or terminal device,
although a computer may also act as a server if appropriately
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programmed. It is believed that those skilled in the art are
familiar with the structure, programming, and general opera
tion of such computer equipment and as a result the drawings
should be self-explanatory.
0238 FIG. 11 depicts the architecture of a computer which
can be used to implement a specialized system incorporating
the present teaching. The computer may be a general-purpose
computer or a special purpose computer. This computer 1100
can be used to implement any components of the interoper
able identity and interoperable credentials architecture as
described herein. Different components of the system in the
present teaching can all be implemented on one or more
computers such as computer 1100, via its hardware, software
program, firmware, or a combination thereof. Although only
one such computer is shown, for convenience, the computer
functions relating to the target metric identification may be
implemented in a distributed fashion on a number of similar
platforms, to distribute the processing load.
0239. The computer 1100, for example, includes COM
ports 1150 connected to and from a network connected
thereto to facilitate data communications. The computer 1100
also includes a central processing unit (CPU) 1120, in the
form of one or more processors, for executing program
instructions. The exemplary computer platform includes an
internal communication bus 1110, program Storage and data
storage of different forms, e.g., disk 1170, read only memory
(ROM) 1130, or random access memory (RAM) 1140, for
various data files to be processed and/or communicated by the
computer, as well as possibly program instructions to be
executed by the CPU 1120. The computer 1100 also includes
an I/O component 1160, supporting input/output flows
between the computer and other components therein Such as
user interface elements 1180. The computer 1100 may also
receive programming and data via network communications.
0240 Hence, aspects of the method of interoperable iden
tity and interoperable credentials, as outlined above, may be
embodied in programming. Program aspects of the technol
ogy may be thought of as “products' or "articles of manufac
ture” typically in the form of executable code and/or associ
ated data that is carried on or embodied in a type of machine
readable medium. Tangible non-transitory "storage' type
media include any or all of the memory or other storage for the
computers, processors or the like, or associated modules
thereof. Such as various semiconductor memories, tape
drives, disk drives and the like, which may provide storage at
any time for the Software programming.
0241 All or portions of the software may at times be
communicated through a network Such as the Internet or
various other telecommunication networks. Such communi

cations, for example, may enable loading of the Software from
one computer or processor into another, for example, from a
management server or host computer of the search engine
operator or other explanation generation service providerinto
the hardware platform(s) of a computing environment or
other system implementing a computing environment or
similar functionalities in connection with generating expla
nations based on user inquiries. Thus, another type of media
that may bear the software elements includes optical, electri
cal and electromagnetic waves, such as used across physical
interfaces between local devices, through wired and optical
landline networks and over various air-links. The physical
elements that carry Such waves, such as wired or wireless
links, optical links or the like, also may be considered as
media bearing the Software. As used herein, unless restricted
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to tangible 'storage' media, terms such as computer or
machine “readable medium” refer to any medium that par
ticipates in providing instructions to a processor for execu
tion.

0242 Hence, a machine readable medium may take many
forms, including but not limited to, a tangible storage
medium, a carrier wave medium or physical transmission
medium. Non-volatile storage media include, for example,
optical or magnetic disks, such as any of the storage devices
in any computer(s) or the like, which may be used to imple
ment the system or any of its components as shown in the
drawings. Volatile storage media include dynamic memory,
Such as a main memory of such a computer platform. Tangible
transmission media include coaxial cables; copper wire and
fiber optics, including the wires that form a bus within a
computer system. Carrier-wave transmission media can take
the form of electric or electromagnetic signals, or acoustic or
light waves Such as those generated during radio frequency
(RF) and infrared (IR) data communications. Common forms
of computer-readable media therefore include for example: a
floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, magnetic tape, any
other magnetic medium, a CD-ROM, DVD or DVD-ROM,
any other optical medium, punch cards paper tape, any other
physical storage medium with patterns of holes, a RAM, a
PROM and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, any other memory
chip or cartridge, a carrier wave transporting data or instruc
tions, cables or links transporting Such a carrier wave, or any
other medium from which a computer can read programming
code and/or data. Many of these forms of computer readable
media may be involved in carrying one or more sequences of
one or more instructions to a processor for execution.
0243 Those skilled in the art will recognize that the
present teachings are amenable to a variety of modifications
and/or enhancements. For example, although the implemen
tation of various components described above may be embod
ied in a hardware device, it can also be implemented as a
Software only solution—e.g., an installation on an existing
server. In addition, the dynamic relation/event detector and its
components as disclosed herein can be implemented as a
firmware, firmware/software combination, firmware/hard
ware combination, or a hardware/firmware/software combi
nation.

0244. While the foregoing has described what are consid
ered to constitute the present teachings and/or other
examples, it is understood that various modifications may be
made therein and that the Subject matter disclosed herein may
be implemented in various forms and examples, and that the
teachings may be applied in numerous applications, only
some of which have been described herein. It is intended by
the following claims to claim any and all applications, modi
fications and variations that fall within the true scope of the
present teachings.
We claim:

1. A method, implemented on a computing device having at
least one processor, storage, and a communication platform
capable of connecting to a network for an external system to
access a private resource in an enterprise system behind a
security, comprising:
instantiating a trusted connector in the enterprise system
behind the security, wherein the trusted connector is
configured to communicate with the private resource via
a communication protocol;
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establishing, upon being triggered by the external system,
a secure communication channel between the external

system and the trusted connector,
receiving a request from the external source at the trusted
connector through the secure communication channel;
interpreting the request for communicating with the private
resource:

sending the interpreted request to the private resource;
receiving a response from the private resource:
interpreting the response from the private resource for
communicating with the external system; and
sending the interpreted response to the external system
through the secure communication channel.
2. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of instantiating
a trusted connector in the enterprise system includes initiating
logging of communications directed to the trusted connector.
3. The method of claim 2, wherein the logging of commu
nications includes logging communications between the
trusted connector and the private source.
4. The method of claim 2, wherein the logging of commu
nications includes logging communications between the
trusted connector and the external system.
5. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of interpreting
the response from the private source includes interpreting a
session involving the private resource associated with the
response and maintaining the session in Subsequent commu
nications associated with the session between the private
resource and the external system.
6. The method of claim 1, wherein the communication
protocol is one of TCP protocol, UDP protocol or RADIUS
protocol.
7. The method of claim 1, wherein the external system
includes a cloud system.
8. The method of claim 7, wherein the cloud system
includes a system that provides cloud-based identity services.
9. The method of claim 1, wherein the private resource
includes at least one private server for verifying the validity of
a credential.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the private includes a
server for verifying the validity of a RSA SecureID creden
tial.
11. The method of claim 1 wherein the trusted connector

includes a configuration operable to configure the connection
between the trusted connector and the external system and/or
to configure the connection between the trusted connector
and the private resource.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the configuration of
the trusted connector is at least partially accessible to an
administrator of the private enterprise system.
13. The method of claim 11, wherein the configuration of
the trusted connector is at least partially accessible to the
external system.
14. The method of claim 1, wherein the security includes a
firewall.

15. The method of claim 1, wherein the private resource
includes one or more private servers.
16. The method of claim 15, wherein at least some of the

one or more private servers handles the same type ofrequests.
17. The method of claim 15, wherein the private resource
includes a first private server and a second private server,
wherein the first private server and the second private server
handle different types of requests.
18. The method of claim 2, wherein logging of communi
cations directed to the trusted connector includes security
audit logging of security auditable events or activities.
19. The method of claim 18, wherein security audit logging
of security auditable events or activities includes logging
security audible events or activities that are required by gov
ernment rules and regulations.
20. A method implemented on a computing device having
at least one processor, storage, and a communication platform
capable of making a connection to a network for authenticat
ing an online user, the method comprising the steps of
receiving a first request for authenticating the online user
with information related to a credential of the online user

and a private resource for verifying the credential,
wherein the private resource resides in an enterprise
system behind a security;
triggering a trusted connector, residing in the enterprise
system behind the security, to establish a secure com
munication channel;

sending a second request to the trusted connector via the
secure communication channel requesting the private
resource to verify the credential, wherein the second
request is to be interpreted by the trusted connector
before an interpreted request is sent from the trusted
connector to the private resource;
receiving a response from the trusted connector via the
secure communication channel related to the verifica

tion of the credential, wherein the response is generated
by the private resource and interpreted by the trusted
connector, and

authenticating the online user based on the response.
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